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Mushroom Dreams
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

This mysterious design is actually several patterns in one. A heart pierced by an arrow has been engraved in the
trunk of the sturdy tree at the base. Its branches hold a heavy load of foliage. But out of the canopy appears a
dreaming girl. Is she the spirit of the forest?

 

Look close and you will notice a mountainous landscape of fur trees behind her. Her lace-like bodice features a
black silhouette of a butterfly. All around the "tree" mushroom are popping out as if they were growing in front of
our eyes. Barbara Ana's leitmotif themes (the top hat with pins, the hanging keys, tha lantern) add mystery to this
patterns shrouded in automnal light.

The pattern includes some Gold metallic highlights.

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see complete Dreaming Girls series by Barbara Ana

 

>> see more Autumn patterns by Barbara Ana
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Mushroom Dreams

Chart size in stitches: 96 x 96 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 32ct linen or evenweave,in neutral color

size of stitched area: 6 x 6 inch (15 x 15 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW

Threads: DMC, Kreinik very fine braid, or Gold metallic of your choice

Number of colors: 19

Themes: Dreaming Girls series, mushroom, woods, wilderness, forest

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-mushroom-dreams-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4109.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/dreaming-girls-cross-stitch-patterns-barbara-designs-xsl-296_302_715.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/autumn-thanksgiving-cross-stitch-barbara-designs-xsl-296_302_616.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4109&w=96&h=96


 

>> see all patterns to cross stitch with Mushroom (all designers)

 

>> see all patterns to cross stitch with Autumn Foliage (all designers)

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/mushroom-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-211_720.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/autumn-foliage-trees-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-211_275_629.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-mushroom-dreams-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4109.html

